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COSTA BLANCA DREAM PROPERTIES

Ref. 3310

La Linda Montaña in Benissa

To whom it
may concern
With our usual unbridled enthusiasm, not to
mention a certain amount of pride, we present
to you, once again, in this issue of el sueño, a
selection of very special property pearls of the
northern Costa Blanca, each and every one
with its own charm and different qualities.
Of course, the celebrated, picturesquely scenic,
unparalleled setting of the coast always plays a
leading role and the abundance of delightfully
sublime, idyllic and dramatic locations is wellknown. Nevertheless, such refuges and oases
inspire, fascinate and entice, time and again,
the dream elements of human creativity and
bring about contemplation and an internal
awareness of the glorious nature.
Great and not so great dreams have to be
appraised and/or fulfilled. Whatever the case
may be, we are happy to assist you with our
knowledge and experience.
Should you have any questions or would
like more detailed information, I am more
than happy to speak to you by telephone on
+34 665 316 374.
With fondest regards,

Julia Arp
+34 665 316 374
contact@hg-hamburg.de

Hanseatische Gesellschaft Hamburg
Costa Blanca Immobilien-Vermittlung Walter Arp mbH

Ref. 3317

Ref. 3313

la Ermita Preciosa
JÁVEA
Captivating rural property in sublime setting. Charming Villa of 150m², all on one level, with 3 beds, 2 baths and traditional
naya, enchanting guesthouse, glistening pool, romantic summer kitchen, authentic bake house, delightful corners amidst
never ending plant splendour on gently inclined south-west facing terrain of 2.000m² in front of the picturesque Montgó
massif and near one of the most beautiful golf courses on the Northern Costa Blanca. No sea-view but simply paradise.
€ 750.000,-.

Ref. 3317

La Linda Montaña
BENISSA
Less than a 10 minute drive from Benissa’s idyllic town or Calpe’s sandy beaches lies this rare and magnificent country
estate, exquisitely designed and surrounded by almost poetic nature. A plot of 12.525m² completely fenced in and
imposing architecture of 416m² on one level with 3 beds, 2 baths and separate garage. A solar system and own well
provide independence. A Fiesta-Terrace, convey that special class. A private driving range will delight every golfer.
€ 990.000,-.

Ref. 3282

Finca Golondrina
JÁVEA
The hacienda-like residence, near the town, surrounded by rich, green lawns and glorious tree stock, extends southwards
on a level plot of 7.246m². Built in 1977, refurbished in 2010, the charming architecture, fascinating example of the old
Levantine style with captivating Moorish effects includes a main and guest house with together 6 beds and 4 baths,
pool, own well and a great naya for cosy summer nights. An irresistible property you come across only once in a century.
€ 1.850.000,-.

Ref. 3310

Villa Sol y Mar
JÁVEA
The stuff that dreams are made of! That would describe this magnificent villa perfectly. Set against majestic scenery with
an expansive view of the Mediterranean Sea, this white gem of a property with 1.493m² plot and 226m² build is situated in a striking, sloping, south facing location within walking distance of a tranquil swimming bay. Built in 1997 with 4
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, barbecue and apartment. This is an eternal summer feel-good property of the highest standard.
€ 1.990.000,-.
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Los datos y precios indicados en este catálogo no son contractuales y pueden variar según condiciones del mercado.
The data and prices indicated in this publication are not contractual and may vary according to market conditions.
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